This is Your Notebook
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This is not your friend’s notebook nor your neighbor’s notebook.
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Notebook Checks:

Notebook Checks:

You must have your notebook EVERY DAY. Notebooks will
be checked periodically.
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Lost Notebooks:
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If you lose your notebook, replace it IMMEDIATELY. Ask Mr.
Shirley for copies of foldables, if needed.
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Absences:

Absences:

You are responsible for getting notes from another student
before asking Mr. Shirley what you missed in your absence.
Mr. Shirley will review what you have written down in your
notebook and fill in any missing information you may need.
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Respect The Notebook:
Complete assignments carefully, checking for accuracy.
No Pages Are Allowed to Be Torn Out:
Pages are not allowed to be torn out. If you mess up, paste a blank
sheet of paper over that page and re-do it.

The Left Side is Your Side:
Every left page will be used. If I do not assign something specifically,
it is up to you to create an entry for the page that will help you
connect to the right-side notes. No two notebooks should have the
same “exact” entry on the left side. When in doubt, ask the
teacher.
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